Second-order nonlinear optical interactions such as sum-and difference-frequency generation are widely used for bioimaging and as selective probes of interfacial environments. However, inefficient nonlinear optical conversion often leads to poor signal-to-noise ratio and long signal acquisition times. Here, we demonstrate the dramatic enhancement of weak second-order nonlinear optical signals via stimulated sum-and difference-frequency generation. We present a conceptual framework to quantitatively describe the interaction and show that the process is highly sensitive to the relative optical phase of the stimulating field. To emphasize the utility of the technique, we demonstrate stimulated enhancement of second harmonic generation (SHG) from bovine collagen-I fibrils. Using a stimulating pulse fluence of only 3 nJ/cm 2 , we obtain an SHG enhancement >10 4 relative to the spontaneous signal. The stimulation enhancement is greatest in situations where spontaneous signals are the weakest -such as low laser power, small sample volume, and weak nonlinear susceptibilityemphasizing the potential for this technique to improve signal-to-noise ratios in biological imaging and interfacial spectroscopy.
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Second-order nonlinear optical interactions are useful for probing the electronic and vibrational properties of surfaces and interfaces, measuring time-resolved interfacial dynamics, and studying the structure of biological tissue. Because second-order nonlinear optical processes are dipole-forbidden in centrosymmetric media, second-order nonlinear signals are inherently surface and interface-selective. For instance, vibrational sum frequency generation (SFG) can inform our understanding of chemical bonding at solid surfaces and aqueous interfaces [1, 2] and time-resolved second harmonic generation (SHG) can be used to study the ultrafast dynamics of charge transfer at donor-acceptor interfaces [3] [4] [5] . In biological tissues, the inherent nonlinearity of SHG enables label-free 3D imaging of protein scaffolds [6] .
Second-order nonlinear optical experiments are often limited by low nonlinear conversion efficiencies. The efficiency of these nonlinear optical processes is determined by the nonlinearity of the sample, the volume of material probed by the laser beam, and the incident pulses' energies and durations. Even with the arrival of ultrafast pulsed lasers, weakly nonlinear media do not support efficient non-resonant SHG and SFG. Increasing the incident laser fluence can increase the conversion efficiency, but is often accompanied by sample photodamage. For many experiments, signal photon count rates are <100-1000 Hz; in such scenarios, the experiment's signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is bounded by √ n due to the unfavorable statistics of counting small numbers of photons, n.
Optical stimulation is an approach that has been successfully used to enhance other weak, inelastic scattering phenomena such as Raman and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering [7, 8] . In order to increase the efficiency of these inelastic scattering processes, light of the scattered signal frequency is coincident on the material with the pump, seeding the nonlinear conversion of the pump to the signal frequency. In the case of Raman scattering, optical stimulation has enabled many new technologies such as spectrally tailored microscopy and label-free video-rate imaging [9] [10] [11] . While optical parametric amplification is an example of a stimulated second-order process used in many labs to shift the frequency of ultrafast laser pulses, the use of optical stimulation to enhance weak signals in SHG spectroscopy or imaging has not been demonstrated.
Here, we show the stimulated enhancement of SHG and difference frequency generation (DFG) in a configuration that is suitable for a wide variety of samples. We quantitatively describe the observed power and phase dependences using a coupled-wave formalism and achieve signal amplification of >10 4 in the biologically relevant sample collagen I. Our analyses indicate that the degree of signal amplification scales inversely with the sample's nonlinear susceptibility χ (2) and the distance over which the stimulating and fundamental fields interact, signifying that optical stimulation is most advantageous in systems with the weakest spontaneous signals.
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In order to realize stimulated SHG, it is necessary to overlap pulses at the fundamental and second harmonic frequency in space, time, and direction at the sample. To achieve this, we used the modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer diagrammed in Fig. 1(a) . The output of a 76 MHz repetition rate Ti:sapphire oscillator producing 100 fs pulses in the near-infrared (λ = 830 nm) was split into two equal intensity beams. The stimulating light (λ = 415 nm) was generated in one arm of the interferometer using a phase-matched nonlinear optical crystal, β-barium borate (BBO). A mechanical delay stage and a piezo-mounted mirror were used to control the overall time delay and the relative optical phase, respectively, between the fundamental and stimulating laser pulses. The two beams were recombined using a dichroic mirror and focused collinearly onto the sample. The signal generated at the second harmonic frequency was sent either to a balanced photodiode (for detection of stimulated signals) or to a photomultiplier tube and gated photon counter (for detection of spontaneous signals and absolute-intensity calibration of the photodiode).
In contrast to spontaneous SHG, stimulated SHG signals are no longer background-free due to the presence of the incident stimulating field. Following analogous strategies used in stimulated Raman scattering [9] , we modulated the fundamental beam at 3 kHz, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , to separate incident second harmonic intensity from that which was generated within the sample. The stimulated SHG signal was then demodulated by a phase-sensitive lock-in amplifier.
Initial studies were performed using the ideal nonlinear medium BBO as a model system. When the fundamental and stimulating pulses are not overlapped in time, there is a small 2ω signal at the chopping frequency due to spontaneous SHG. When the time delay, ∆t, approaches zero, the SHG signal is dramatically enhanced due to stimulation, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
To describe the interaction between the fundamental and stimulating fields we adapt some of the arguments made in the seminal 1962 paper by Armstrong et al. [12] , with the assumption that there is no momentum mismatch between the fields. When fields at the fundamental and second harmonic frequencies interact in a nonlinear medium, their amplitudes are coupled. The fields exchange energy over a characteristic length, l, where
Here, d eff is the effective susceptibility, which takes into account the orientation of the fields with respect to the sample, c is the speed of light, k ω is the fundamental field wave vector, and I total is the sum of the fundamental and second harmonic fields' intensities. If we normal- ize the field amplitudes to the total intensity, defining normalized field amplitudes u ω and u 2ω such that
and defining the relative phase between the fundamental and stimulating waves to be
then exchange of energy between the normalized fields is described by the coupled set of differential equations
where ζ = z/l is the [dimensionless] normalized propagation distance. If the relative phase between the two waves is initially θ = ± π 2 , then the relative phase does not change with propagation. The well-known θ = − π 2 solution to Eqs. (4−6), plotted in Fig. 2(a) , can be used to conceptually understand stimulated SHG. The derivative of the second harmonic intensity dI 2ω /dζ represents the rate of growth of the second harmonic field intensity; it is included in the figure as a dashed line. Spontaneous SHG occurs in the limit of I 2ω → 0 (the left edge of the plot), where conversion is slow and initiated by vacuum fluctuations. As I 2ω grows, its presence further accelerates conversion from ω to 2ω. Conceptually, the effect of stimulation can be understood as moving from a regime where dI 2ω /dζ is small to a regime where it is much larger. We note that introduction of an additional field in Eqs. (4−6) accounting for the stimulating beam is unnecessary, since the stimulating field is identical to the spontaneously generated field, and the rate of 2w generation isn't explicitly dependent on the field amplitude at prior zeta. This effect can be seen clearly in Fig. 2(b) , where the intensity of the second harmonic generated within the sample is plotted against the fraction of the incident intensity in the stimulating field, while the total intensity was held constant. Data points on this plot can be mapped to dI 2ω /dζ at different values of ζ in Fig. 2(a) . For fixed total incident power, optimal nonlinear conversion occurs when one third of the incident intensity is in the stimulating field, reflecting the maximum in dI 2ω /dζ visible in Fig. 2(a) .
We define the ratio of the stimulated signal intensity to the spontaneous signal intensity (under conditions of constant total intensity and 2:1 I ω :I 2ω stimulating ratio) as the signal enhancement, γ. By examining the power dependences of the spontaneous and optimal stimulated signals, we predict the behaviour of γ:
Eq. (7) implies that the signal enhancement γ grows without bound as the extent of the nonlinear interaction decreases (i.e. the normalized propagation distance ∆ζ decreases). Consequently, the advantage of stimulated SHG is greatest in precisely the situations where it is most needed: in weakly nonlinear media, small interaction volumes, or in media that do not admit the use of large incident powers. To demonstrate this point, the I −1/2 total dependence of γ was tested in BBO. The results are in agreement with the prediction of Eq. (7) and are shown in Fig. 2(c) . The dependences of stimulated SHG on I ω with fixed I 2ω and on I 2ω with fixed I ω are shown in Fig. 2(d) and (e) respectively, also in agreement with the predictions of Eq. (7).
The relative optical phase θ defined in Eq. (3) determines the nature of the nonlinear conversion. The θ-dependence of Eqs. (4-6) suggests the possibility of changing the direction of energy flow between the fundamental and second harmonic fields. The two special cases θ = ± π 2 are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . When θ = − π 2 , SHG occurs, whereas a phase of θ = π 2 induces DFG. Though the stimulated SHG and DFG signals have similar magnitudes, they have the opposite lock-in signal phase Ω relative to the modulation of the fundamental beam, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . A stimulated SHG signal is in-phase with the reference modulation, while a stimulated DFG signal is 180
• out-of-phase. The relative optical phase of the two fields and, accordingly, the direction of energy flow between the fundamental and second harmonic can be finely controlled using a piezomounted mirror, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . We note that unwanted phase fluctuations due to air currents and optical table vibrations are the dominant noise source in our experiments and present an additional difficulty compared to spontaneous SHG. However, there are many possible strategies for alleviating phase instability [13] [14] [15] and an improved apparatus is under development.
To demonstrate the technique's utility, stimulated SHG signals were collected from bovine collagen I. Collagen I is a naturally abundant nonlinear material that is frequently the target of bioimaging studies. SHG imaging of collagen fibrils can distinguish diseased and wild-type tissue morphologies [16] and has recently been used to determine single fibril diameters smaller than the Abbe limit [17] .
Spontaneous and stimulated SHG signals from collagen I were recorded as a function of incident fundamental power. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 . The spon- taneous signal grows quadratically with incident power, while the stimulated signal increases linearly. Even at very small incident stimulating fluences (2.7 nJ/cm 2 ), the signal amplification exceeds four orders of magnitude. In all other measurable ways, stimulated SHG in collagen I behaved identically to stimulated SHG in BBO.
It is important to note, however, that in thick, semiordered collagen samples, dispersion and additional momentum contributions from spatial frequencies present in the sample morphology would prevent phase matching and complicate analysis [18] . Our prepared colla- gen sample is 1-2 fibrils thick, which is much shorter than the length over which the fundamental and second harmonic fields' relative optical phase would change due to momentum mismatch. Such quasi-perfect phase matching is also realized in surface and interfacial spectroscopy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , where we anticipate stimulated SHG will significantly advance our ability to explore interfacial physics at femtosecond timescales and sub-micron length scales.
Finally, it is worth noting similarities and differences between stimulated SHG and heterodyne SHG [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] or SFG [26, 27] . Both approaches utilize an additional optical field to amplify an otherwise weak nonlinear optical signal, leading to linear (instead of quadratic) dependence on laser power and interaction volume. Whereas heterodyne SHG typically involves mixing of a time-delayed reference signal with the SHG signal generated from the sample in a spectrometer, stimulated SHG involves mixing of temporally coincident fields within the sample itself. The salient difference is that in stimulated SHG power is actually transferred between two freely propagating fields. This has the notable benefit of allowing one to directly detect the intensity of the SHG field using a single channel detector, such as a photodiode, rendering the method suitable for high-speed imaging. Another potential benefit of the optical stimulation approach is the ability to detect changes in I ω instead of I 2ω , which could enable access to structures and interfaces buried within media that are absorptive or highly scattering at the second harmonic frequency.
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